The Shamanic Astrology “Script”
for the Natal Chart
The script consists of three distinct aspects, or movements, as in a symphony. These aspects are the thesis, or first
movement, the antithesis, or second movement, and the synthesis, or third movement. The thesis deals with the past life
themes, or original identity. The antithesis, or counterpoint, deals with the tools, equipment and strategy for the current
life. The synthesis is the current life purpose or the personal medicine wheel. Here’s an outline of how this works.

Thesis - Lineage

Antithesis - Tools

Synthesis – New

Moon Represents the lineage - Past
life themes, family history, genetic
encoding and the Tribe you come
from. The training you have already
taken; what you mastered coming
into this lifetime.

Sun - The fuel, not "life purpose," but
the fuel we burn to reach "life
purpose". Not archetype specific
unless conjunct Venus or Mars. Only
two-fifths of people are like their
"Sun Sign" descriptions

Angles of the Chart
Ascendant (ASC or AS) The
Personal Identity Project
"The 12 Paths of Enlightenment"
Descendant (DSC or DS) The
Partnership Project
Midheaven (MC)
The Right Livelihood Project
Bottom Of Chart (IC)
The Home And Roots Project

Vesta Sacred qualities, interests and
duties to emerging Self;
Sacred Devotion/Inner Hearth
House Position Of The South Lunar
Node indicates the job you had in
your tribe or the specialty you had in
your previous training

Venus - Principle archetype of the
feminine. On a woman's chart the
specific feminine imagery for the
current life. The emerging Goddess.
On a man's chart this represents the
anima or the magical feminine " i.e.
union with one's inner partner.

Planets Near The South Node
represent a specific skill from
previous training

Mars - Principle archetype of the
masculine. On a man's chart the
specific masculine imagery for the
current life. The emerging God.
On a woman's chart this
represents the Animus or inner
masculine i.e. union with one's
inner partner.
Mercury - Current life mental
cognitive thinking capacities.
Emerging perception and
communication style.

The House Position of the North Node
further clarifies the life purpose
projects. Used in combination with any
of the four angles it helps determine
your new job in your new tribe or your
new specialty in your new training.

JUPITER - fastest path or the kinds of
activities for reaching current life
goals quickly.
Personal "path of enlightenment"
Planet of the "vision quest"

Outer Planet Strategy - Applies to the Thesis, Antithesis and Synthesis
Saturn Boundaries and limit conditions. Structure and Form. Our relationship with Third dimensional reality and what
works and doesn’t work
Uranus Shifting of the Assemblage Point. Events of Extreme Novelty that bring on dramatic change, Unplanned,
unexpected, uncontrollable events taking us in new directions
Neptune Dreams, visions, new awareness through identity crisis, insights through intuition
Pluto The descent into the underworld, the incorporation of the "shadow,” facing the deepest fears, and events
producing chaos for the purpose of empowerment
Chiron Fracture Point, where deepest wounds are. Healing wounds so they become the medicine we carry.
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